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1 Introduction
Petri nets were, to my knowledge, the ﬁrst theoretical model augmented with time
constraints, adding on transition ﬁring duration [11], or enabling interval [10], or
holding time on places [13].
They also were the support of the ﬁrst studies [4,3] of reachability of a timed
system, with an algorithm that was a ﬁrst version of what will be known for timed
automata as the region graph [1].
Several approaches have been studied in order to add time on Petri nets: asso-
ciating intervals on transitions [10] (a transition t with interval [δ,∆] will be ﬁred if
is has been continuously enabled during at least δ, and must be ﬁred before ∆), or
places [9] (a token in a place with interval [δ,∆] can be used to ﬁre a transition iﬀ its
sojourn time in this place belongs to the interval, and must leave this place before
∆, if possible 3 ), or arcs [14] (a token in a place p can be used to ﬁre a place t iﬀ
the time elapsed inside this place belongs to the interval of arcs (p, t); a transition
is never forced to be ﬁred, there is no urgency) or in [12] (quite the same model as
[14], but with urgency and synchronisation rules between arcs).
In [8], a ﬁrst very complete comparison is done, deﬁning a model with interval
on places, transitions and arcs, based on (timed and untimed) languages inclusions,
considering the location of intervals (places, transition or arcs), dense or discrete
time, with or without urgency (called weak and strong semantics). It proves that,
for example, without urgency 4 or with discrete time, all models are equivalent, and
that the more powerful models are those with dense time and strong semantics (i.e.
urgency).
In [6], it is shown that, with strong semantics and dense time, TTPN are not
more powerful that TLPN, based on a weak timed bisimulation relation, which is
1 Email: boyer@liafa.jussieu.fr
3 Either, it is called a dead token.
4 Urgency means that the upper bound of an interval should not be overtaken.
c©2002 Published by Elsevier Science B. V.
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stronger than the language inclusion 5 . The proof highlights a 1-bounded TLPN
that could not be bisimulated by any TTPN 6 .
Let us denote by  the fact that a model is more powerful that another 7 .
In [6], is is shown that ¬(TLPN  TTPN). In [7], it is shown that the proof
of [6] also gives ¬(TPPN  TTPN). A construction from TTPN to TLPN gives
TTPN  TLPN, and a straightforward result is TPPN  TLPN. That is to say,
TLPN is the more powerful model, TTPN is not more powerful than TPPN, but
the two could be incomparable.
In this paper, we go a step further, showing that bounded TPPN are more pow-
erful that 1-bounded TTPN, by building a translation from 1-bounded TTPN to
TPPN 8 .
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives some deﬁnitions (multi-set,
Petri net, timed bisimulation, TTPN and TPPN), Section 3 presents the translation,
its core ideas (Subsection 3.1), some details (Subsection 3.2) and the bisimulation
relation (Subsection 3.3). By lack of space, the proof itself is not given here. Then,
Section 4 concludes.
2 Definitions
Here comes some deﬁnitions, on alphabets, multi-sets, Petri nets and statically
timed Petri nets, their behaviors (expressed as a labeled timed transition systems)
and weak timed bisimulation.
Definition 2.1 (Alphabet) An alphabet A is a ﬁnite set such that, there exists
a special (invisible) element λ ∈ A, and A∩R+ = ∅ ( 9 ). Let A+ def= A\{λ} denote
the set of visible actions.
Definition 2.2 (Multi-set) Let X be a set, then µ : X → N is a multi-set over
X, and X⊕ denote the set of multi-sets over X. In this paper, we will only consider
ﬁnite multi-sets, that is such that
∑
x∈X µ(x) is ﬁnite. On such sets, we could
deﬁne |µ| = ∑x∈X µ(x). As for sets, we can deﬁne x ∈ µ ⇐⇒ µ(x) = 0, the
inclusion µ ⊂ µ′ ⇐⇒ ∀x : µ(x) ≤ µ′(x), the union (µ ∪ µ′)(x) = µ(x) + µ(x′), the
intersection (µ∩µ′)(x) = min(µ(x), µ′(x)) and µ′ ⊂ µ⇒ (µ\µ′)(x) = µ(x)−µ′(x).
If there exists an order ≤ on X, min(µ) def= min {i µ(i) = 0}. Finite multi-sets will
5 Two systems are timely bisimilar if each behavior of one model is also a behavior of the other,
with the same duration for the same actions, and conversely. The weak time bisimulation is the
same, hiding some internal actions (see Deﬁnition 2.12 for formal details).
6 In fact, this paper does not handle TLPN but Time Stream Petri Nets [12], which are a gener-
alization of TLPN, but the counter example is a TLPN.
7 X  Y iﬀ for each model x in the X theory, there exists a model y in Y that is timely weakly
bisimilar to x.
8 We could have used 1-bounded TPPN instead of bounded TPPN, but the proof would have
been a little more complicated.
9 This restriction is done because there will be two kinds of actions in timed systems: durations
(on R+) and actions (on A).
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be denoted by enumeration between delimiters {|·|}. For example, µ = {|0, 0, 1, 2|} is
the multi-set deﬁned by µ(0) = 2, µ(1) = µ(2) = 1 and µ(x) = 0 otherwise.
Definition 2.3 (Petri net) A Petri net is a tuple N = 〈P, T,B, F,M0〉 where P
is a ﬁnite set of places, T a ﬁnite set of transitions, with P ∩T = ∅, B : P ×T → N
is the backward function, similary, F : P × T → N is the forward function, M0 :
P → N is the initial marking.
As usual, we denote by •t def= {p ∈ P B(p, t) ≥ 1} the set of ingoing places and
t• def= {p ∈ P F (p, t) ≥ 1} the set of outgoing places of a transition t. Similary,
•p def= {t ∈ T F (p, t) ≥ 1} and p• def= {t ∈ T B(p, t) ≥ 1} are the sets of ingoing
transitions and outgoing transitions of a place p.
The static conﬂict relation splits the set of transitions in two: Conf (t)
def
=
{t′ ∈ T t′ = t, •t ∩ •t′ = ∅}, Conf (T ) def= {t ∈ T Conf (t) = ∅}, NotConf (T ) def= T\Conf (T )
Definition 2.4 (Enabling and Firing) Let N = 〈P, T,B, F,M0〉 be a Petri net.
Let t be a transition and M : P → N a marking. Then, t is said to be enabled
(written M [t〉) iﬀ ∀p ∈ P : M(p) ≥ B(p, t).
An enabled transition can be ﬁred, leading to a new marking M ′. This is denoted
by M [t〉M ′ and M ′ is deﬁned by ∀p ∈ P : M ′(p) = M(p)−B(p, t) + F (p, t).
Definition 2.5 (Statically timed Petri net) A statically timed Petri net 10 (STPN)
is a tuple N = 〈P, T,B, F, δ,∆,M0〉 where 〈P, T,B, F,M0〉 is a Petri net, with
B : P × T → {0, 1}, such that there is no source transition (∀t : •t = ∅). The
functions δ : P ∪ T → R+, and ∆ : P ∪ T → R∞+ called lower and upper timing
function, respectively, are such that: for each x ∈ P ∪ T : δ(x) ≤ ∆(x).
Definition 2.6 (Subclasses) An STPN is called
• Timed Place Petri Net (TPPN) iﬀ ∀t ∈ T : [δ,∆](t) = [0,∞]
• Timed Transition Petri Net (TTPN) iﬀ ∀p ∈ P : [δ,∆](p) = [0,∞]
Definition 2.7 (State of a STPN) Let N be a STPN. A state or timed mark-
ing is a function µ : P → R⊕+ that, to each place, associates the ages of its tokens.
The set of all states is M(N).
To take into account only the number of tokens, an auxiliary functionM : P → N
is deﬁned by M(p)
def
= |µ(p)|.
Definition 2.8 (Choice function) Let N be a STPN, µ a state and t a transition.
10Notice that, this is not exactly the same deﬁnition as [8]: ﬁrst, we do not consider the labeling
function as a component of the net. It will be introduced while building the timed labeled transition
system. Second, in [8], the range of the forward and backward functions was {0, 1}. In this paper,
we need a backward function B with range N, which is a bit more general, but does not really
change the semantics. Third, while this paper just compares Petri nets with intervals on places
and transitions, we do not consider the interval on links. At last, while we deal with bounded
nets, source transitions (•t = ∅) are forbidden.
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A choice function for t is a function ϕ : P → R⊕+ such that:
∀p ∈ P : ϕ(p) ⊂ µ(p) (1)
∀p ∈ P : |ϕ(p)| = B(p, t) (2)
∀p ∈ •t,∀x ∈ ϕ(p) : δ(p) ≤ x ≤ ∆(p) (3)
δ(t) ≤ min
p∈•t
(ϕ(p)) ≤ ∆(t) (4)
The set of all choice function for t is ΦN(µ, t), denoted Φ(t) if the context is suﬃ-
cient.
Definition 2.9 (Labeled timed transition systems) Let A be an alphabet. A
labeled timed transition systems (LTTS) on A is a tuple S = 〈S, s0,→〉 where S is
a set of states, s0 is the initial state, and →⊂ S × (A ∪ R+)× S the relation, with
conditions 11 : ∀s, s′ ∈ S × S : s (0)−−→ s′ ⇒ s = s′ and ∀s, s′, s′′ ∈ S × S × S,∀d, d′ ∈
R+ × R+ : s (d)−−→ s′ (d
′)−−→ s′′ ⇒ s (d+d
′)−−−−→ s′′
Definition 2.10 (LTTS of a STPN) Let A be an alphabet, N a STPN and l :
T → A a labeling function. Its behavior is deﬁned by the LTTS S(N,l) = 〈M(N), µ0,→〉
with: the initial state µ0 deﬁned by: ∀p ∈ P : µ0(p) = {|
M0(p)︷ ︸︸ ︷
0, ..., 0 |} and the transition
relation is deﬁned by:
µ
(d)−−→ µ′ ⇐⇒ ∀t ∈ T,∀ϕ ∈ Φ(t),∀p ∈ •t
ϕ(p) + d ≤ ∆(p) ∧min
p∈•t
(ϕ(p)) + d ≤ ∆(t)
µ
a−→ µ′ ⇐⇒ ∃t ∈ T s.t. l(t) = a,∃ϕ ∈ Φ(t)
∀p ∈ P : µ′(p) = µ(p)\ϕ(p) ∪ {|
F (p,t)︷ ︸︸ ︷
0, ..., 0 |}
As usual, we denote by R(N) the set of all reachable states.
Definition 2.11 (Experiment relation) Let A be a ﬁnite alphabet, and S a LTTS
on A. The timed experiment relations ⇒⊂ S ×R× S and ⇒⊂ S ×A×R× S are
deﬁned by:
s
d
=⇒ s′ ⇐⇒ ∃(s)0..n ∈ Sn+1,∃(a)1..n ∈ (A ∪ R+)n such that
s = s0 ∧ s′ = sn ∧ ∀i ∈ [1..n] : si−1 ai−→ si
∧ ∀ai : ai ∈ R+ ⇒ ai = λ ∧ d =
∑
ai∈R
ai
s
a,d
=⇒ s′ ⇐⇒ ∃s˙, s¨ : s d1=⇒ s˙ a−→ s¨ d2=⇒ s′ ∧ d = d1 + d2
Notice that ∀s : s 0=⇒ s and d=⇒≡ λ,d=⇒.
11 using notations (s, a, s′) ∈→ by s a−→ s′ if a ∈ A and (s, d, s′) ∈→ by s (d)−−→ s′ if d ∈ R+
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Definition 2.12 (Weak timed bisimulation) Let A be a ﬁnite alphabet, and
S,S two LTTS on A. Let ∼⊂ S × S a relation between the states of both LTTS.
This relation is a timed weak bisimulation iﬀ ∀(s, s) ∈∼,∀(a, d) ∈ A× R+(
∃s′ : s a,d=⇒ s′
)
⇒
(
∃s′ : s a,d=⇒ s′ ∧ s′ ∼ s′
)
∧
(
∃s′ : s′ a,d=⇒ s′
)
⇒
(
∃s′ : s a,d=⇒ s′ ∧ s′ ∼ s′
)
The two LTTS are said to be timely weakly bisimilar iﬀ s0 ∼ s0.
Conventions
In this paper, letters p, q, r, s in general denote places, t, u, v, w transitions, and
a, b, c, d labels. Nevertheless, these conventions are not absolute rules, as sometimes,
their are confusions, when the names of the places of the TPPN build depend on
the names of the transition of the reference TTPN.
3 The translation
The core of the ﬁrst step of the translation is the emulation of the TTPN ﬁring
rule by a chain of places in a TPPN. This simple translation is suﬃcient to handle
conﬂict-free TTPN. This translation is “transition oriented”, that is to say, the
names of the places and transitions in the built TPPN are mixtures of the original
transitions names.
The second step, designed to handle conﬂict, introduces the “original” places of
the TTPN to ensure the mutual exclusion of ﬁring of transitions in conﬂict.
These two steps are illustrated by examples, before giving the complete trans-
lation and equivalence proof. The proof notations are introduced step by step.
3.1 From TTPN to TPPN in two examples
First of all, a major common point between TTPN and TPPN must be highlighted.
When a transition has a single place as input, and this transition is the only output
of the place then, the timed ﬁring rule of the TTPN and the TPPN are the same,
that is to say, in such a case, the translation from one model to the other simply
consists in shifting the interval of timed constraint, as illustrated in Figure 1.
In the following examples, such a kind of subnet structure is translated using this
simple “shift”, whereas, for more general net structures (|•t| > 1 in Subsection 3.1.1
and |p•| > 1 in Subsection 3.1.2), more sophisticated translations will be used.
=>
[δ,∆][δ,∆]
Fig. 1. Obvious translation from TTPN in TPPN in simple case
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3.1.1 Emulating the TTPN ﬁring rule
Our ﬁrst step is the translation of the TTPN ﬁring rule. The “minimal” example
of TTPN that is considered 12 is the one of Figure 2.
u vt[1,2]
[0,∞] [0,∞]
Fig. 2. Simple example of TTPN with synchronization
In TTPN, a timed condition is activated when a transition t is enabled, that
is to say, when there is enough tokens in the places •t. Conversely, in TPPN a
timed condition is activated when a token enter into a place. To emulate the ﬁrst
condition with the second one, a chain of places ∗t{0,...,|•t|} is introduced 13 , like in
Figure 3. Then, the ﬁring condition is activated only when there is one token in
place ∗t|•t| (∗t2 in the example), that is to say, when there is enough tokens in the
emulates places •t.
With this chain structure, the ﬁring of the transition u (resp. v) must increase
the marking of •t, i.e. put a token in ∗t1 or ∗t2 (depending on the previous marking).
The choice is done introducing a temporary place, named u+ (resp. v+), with
interval [0, 0] and two outgoing arcs 14 .
Notice that, in this example, u adds only one token in •t but in general, it could
be more (it should be |u• ∩ •t|).
[1,2]
[0,∞][0,∞]
[0,∞]
[0,∞]
[0, 0][0, 0]
u u+ vv+
t
∗t0
∗t1
∗t2
∗tu0++
∗tu1++
∗tv0++
∗tv1++
Fig. 3. Translation of the TTPN of Figure 2 into TPPN
12Notice that a most minimal example of TTPN ﬁring rule, like [1,2] , would be too simple,
because the enabling date of the transition is known and static. Then, the TPPN
[1,2] [1,2]
is minimal to this “most minimal” TTPN.
13Be careful to this notation : •t is the set of input places of a transition t, and ∗ti is a place in
the build TPPN. This notation has been chosen to underline the fact that this chain of places
∗t{0,...,|•t|} in the TPPN emulates the marking of the places •t in the TTPN.
14This place is named u+ because it is used to add the tokens corresponding to the ﬁring of u
in the original TTPN in the right places. Conversely, in Subsection 3.1.2, a place u− is added to
remove tokens.
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3.1.2 Handling with transitions in conﬂict
With the chain structure introduced in the previous subsection, we are able to
emulate the ﬁring rule of TTPN. Now, have a look on a TTPN with conﬂict: the
one Figure 4, that is the one of Figure 2 augmented with a transition w, in conﬂict
with t.
u t
v
w
[0,∞] [0,∞]
[1, 2] [0, 2]
Fig. 4. Simple example of TTPN with conﬂict
Using the chain method of subsection 3.1.1, there are two chains, ∗t{0,1,2} and
∗w{0,1}. Notice that, while the ﬁring of v updates two chains, then, two places v+w
and v+t must be created (a single place with two tokens is impossible, as it could
increase one chain per two instead of each per one).
p q
s
[0,∞]
[0,∞]
[0,∞]
[0,∞]
[0,∞]
[0,∞]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[1, 2] [0, 2]
u u+
tbeg
tend
t−
t−w
wbeg
wend
w−
w−t
∗t0
∗t1
∗t2
∗tu0++
∗tu1++
∗tv0++
∗tv1++
∗tw1−−
∗tw2−−
∗w0
∗w1
∗wv0++∗wt1−−
v
v+t
v+w
Fig. 5. Translation of the TTPN of Figure 4 with conﬂict into TPPN
In case of conﬂict, two “functions” must be added to our chain pattern, as shown
in Figure 5:
• mutual exclusion between ﬁring of t and w must be ensured, when both ∗t2 and
∗w1 are marked. Using only the chain pattern, both transitions could be ﬁred
“in parallel”, as it is impossible in the original TTPN. Thus, a place, named s is
introduced. It has the same name as the place in •t ∩ •u in the original TTPN.
• the ﬁring of w in the original TTPN removes a token in •t, thus, in your TPPN,
it must “decrease” the chain. Like for the “increase” of the chain, in subsec-
tion 3.1.1, it could remove a token in ∗t1 or ∗t2. Then, one temporary place w−t
is introduced. That is to says, ﬁring of w is decomposed in a pair wbeg, wend, a
place w−t is introduced to remove the tokens consumed by the ﬁring of w, and a
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place w− means that the removal is done and that wend can be ﬁred. A similar
contruction is done for t.
Like with the place u+ (see 3.1.1), in this example, only one token is removed,
but, in general, it should be more (i.e. |•w ∩ •t|).
Up to now, all introduced transitions were implicitly invisible ones. Now, the
decomposition of w forces to chose which one should be the invisible one and which
one should handle the label of w. In fact, to get a bisimulation relation, the label
must be handled by wbeg, because, once wbeg has been ﬁred, transitions in conﬂict
could no more be ﬁred.
[0,∞]
[1, 2] [0, 2]
p
u r t
s
w
Fig. 6. Reversible version of the TTPN on Figure 4
We can go a step further in translation trying to emulate the reversible TTPN
from Figure 6 (we have removed q in order to reduce the size of the net, and its
translation). To be “live”, our translation has to reset the chains, that is to says,
once the token in ∗w|•w| has been removed, then, a new one has to be put in ∗w0.
This could be done with an arc from wbeg or from wend to
∗w0, as shown in Figure 7.
The decomposition of u into ubeg, uend have been introduced to handle the eﬀects
of conﬂict. Can it be applied to conﬂict-free transitions (considering that a conﬂict-
free transition is in conﬂict with an empty set of transition)?. No! Without conﬂict
transitions, there will be no place u−· and no transition
∗u·i−− that transfers the
token into w−.
Then, two solutions appear: have a special decomposition of u in ubeg, uend, u
−
∅ , u
−,
with a transition between u−∅ and u
− or keep u as a single transition. The second
solution is more eﬃcient, and both solutions imply a diﬀerence in the translation of
transitions with or without conﬂict. Then, the more eﬃcient is the one developed
in this paper.
Now the main ideas have been presented, we could simplify and generalize the
translation.
First, we could look if all elements of the net are useful, and if the net structure
could be simpliﬁed.
For example, its the place w− seems redundant with w+{t,w}: they are linked by
a transition that just put tokens in the places w+{t,w}, one token in
∗w0 and one
token in each p in w•. The add of tokens in places w+{t,w} and
∗w0 can be done by
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[0,2]
p
s
*tw0++
*tw1++
[1,2]
[0,∞]
[0,∞]
[0,∞]
[0,∞]
[0,∞]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
u u
+
t
tbeg
tend
t−
wbeg
wend
w−
t−w
w−t
w+w
w+t
∗t0
∗t1
∗t2
∗tu0++
∗tu1++
∗tw1−−
∗tw2−−
∗w0
∗w1
∗wv0++∗wt1−−
Fig. 7. Translation of the reversible TTPN of Figure 6 into TPPN
transition wbeg (
15 ). Nevertheless, the add of the token in w• must be done only
once the chain of the transitions in conﬂict has been decreased. Otherwise, if two
transitions are in conﬂict (both enabled and a structural conﬂict), we could have
ﬁring of both, at the same time point, before the chain of the second is decreased.
On our example, assume in the current state, both transitions tbeg and wbeg are
enabled. Assume wbeg is ﬁred: it adds tokens in w
−
t , w
+
w and w
+
t . But if tokens are
put in s immediately, then, transition tbeg can be ﬁred, while it is not possible in
the original TTPN (in the original, at least one time unit must be elapsed before
ﬁring of t).
To conclude, the net structure can be simpliﬁed by putting tokens in w+··· and w
−
···
simultaneously, but the add of tokens in the “original” places must be done after
the decrease of the chains. We could also try to avoid the place w− by adding the
token in the original place from the decrease transitions (∗tw1−− for example). But
this is correct only in our example, where the ﬁring of transitions decreases at most
one chain, each transition is in conﬂict with at most one another. In general, the
weight of the link between w− and wend is |Conf (w)|.
Then, applying the translation proposed to all the net of Figure 6 (that is, even
to u), leads to the net of Figure 8.
The darker places and arcs arc are the structure of the “original” TTPN (p, q, s).
15 It could be strange to add token simultaneously in places w−··· and w
+
···. It means that the ﬁring
of the transition removes and adds tokens simultaneously.
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The light grey places are the chain ∗t· associated to the marking of the input places
of each transition of the “original” TTPN (u, t, w). The dashed lines are the arcs
increasing the chains each time a transition adds a token in one of the input places.
The dotted lines are the arcs increasing the chains each time a transition in conﬂict
removes a token in one of the input places.
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0
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t 0
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Fig. 8. Complete translation of the reversible TTPN of Figure 6 into TPPN
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Boundedness of the TPPN
In this paper, all the built TPPN are 1-bounded. Yet, we claim that our inclusion
is between 1-bounded TTPN and bounded TPPN. This precotion comes from the
fact that, in general cases, the upper bound of the built TPPN is the maximum
degree of the conﬂict relation in the original TTPN. The places t− can receive
|Conf (t)| tokens because the ﬁring of tend means that all the chains of transitions
in conﬂict with t have been decreased.
3.2 Formal translation
Here comes the formal translation of a TTPN N to an equivalent TPPN N . Notice
that, as we know that the translation is designed only to handle 1-bounded Petri
net, some assumptions about the structure of the net can be done: B(p, t) ≤ 1
(either, in a 1-bounded net, transition t will never be ﬁred), F (p, t) ≤ 1 (either, if
t is ﬁred, p is not 1-bounded) and •t = ∅ (either, t is a source transition, that can
produce to many tokens 16 ).
By lack of space, we do not put the full translation, hiding the indicence functions
B and F . The details can be found in [5].
Definition 3.1 (Building a TPPN from a TTPN) Let N = 〈P, T,B, F, δ,∆,M0〉
be a TTPN, such that B : P×T → {0, 1}, F : P×T → {0, 1}, and ∀t ∈ T : |•t| = 0.
We denote by N = 〈P, T ,B, F , δ,∆,M0〉 the TPPN deﬁned as follows.
The set of places and transitions can be decomposed into :
P
def
= P ∪ Chains ∪ T+ ∪ T− T def= DecT ∪ ChInc ∪ ChDec
• Chains is the set of places making the chains: Chains def=
⋃
t∈T
|•t|⋃
i=0
{∗ti}
• T+ are the places t+ making increasing the chains; there exists only if a chain ex-
ists, that is, denoting t•• def= {t′ ∈ T ∃p, p ∈ t•, t′ ∈ p•}: T+ def= ⋃{t∈T u∈t••} {t+u }
• T− are the places t−u and t
− created to remove tokens in chains in conﬂict with t
(if exists). In the following, t−· denotes a place t
−
u or a place t
−.
T− def=
⋃
t∈Conf(T )

{t−} ∪

 ⋃
u∈Conf(t)
{
t−u
}


• DecT is the decomposition of transition t in tbeg, tend if they are in conﬂict, t
otherwise: DecT
def
= NotConf (T ) ∪
⋃
t∈Conf(T )
{tbeg, tend}
• ChInc (resp. ChDec) are the transition that increase (resp. decrease) the chains,
16We do not consider the case •t = t• = ∅ that lets the net 1-bounded but is not really relevant
in practice.
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that is:
ChInc
def
=
⋃
t∈T
|•t−1|⋃
i=0
⋃
u∈T
u•∩•t=∅
{∗tui++} ChDec def= ⋃
t∈T
|•t|⋃
i=1
⋃
u∈Conf(t)
{∗tui−−}
The initial marking M0 is:
∀t+u ∈ T+ : M0(t+u ) def= 0 ∀p ∈ P : M0(p) def= M0(p)
∀t−· ∈ T− : M0(t−· ) def= 0 ∀∗ti : M0(∗ti) def=


1 if i =
∑
p∈•t
M0(p)
0 otherwise
The deﬁnitions of δ, ∆, B and F are not given in this paper: the examples and
the deﬁnitions of places and transitions should be suﬃcient to the reader to get the
main ideas. The complete translation could be found in [5].
3.3 Bisimulation relation
Once the translation is done, we have to give the relation between states (the proof
consists in showing that this relation is a bisimulation).
Definition 3.2 (Relation between states of N and N) Let ∼⊂ R(N)×R(N)
be a relation deﬁned by:µ ∼ µ ⇐⇒
∀p ∈ P :M(p) = M(p) + ∣∣{t ∈ •p M(t−) = 0 ∨ ∃u ∈ T : M(t−u ) = 0}∣∣
(5a)
∀t ∈ T :
∑
p∈•t
M(p) = min
{
j M(∗tj) = 1
}
+
∑
u∈••t
M
(
u+t
)− ∑
u∈Conf(t)
M
(
u−t
)
(5b)
∀t ∈ T,∀p ∈ •t :µ(p) = ∅ ⇒


min
p∈•t
{µ(p)} = µ(∗t|•t|) if µ(∗t|•t|) = ∅
∧∀u ∈ ••t : M(u+t ) = 0
min
p∈•t
{µ(p)} = 0 if ∃u ∈ ••t : M(u+t ) ≥ 1
(5c)
The condition (5a) means that two states are bisimilar if the marking µ in the
original p is the same in the place p of the net N plus the tokens that will be added
once the input transitions in ﬁring will be completely ﬁred.
The condition (5b) is the same kind of condition that condition (5a). It means
that two states are bisimilar if chain level correspond to the making in the input
places of t in N , plus the modiﬁcations that will be done by increase and decrease
places and transitions. Notice that we have to prove that there is an unique j.
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The condition (5c) means that, if a transition t is enabled in N , then, either
the corresponding place ∗t|•t| is marked since the same time (minp∈•t {µ(p)} =
µ
(∗t|•t|)), either it had just been enabled (it is enabled from 0 time unit – con-
dition minp∈•t {µ(p)} = 0).
Notice that, in our enumeration of sub-cases, the condition µ
(∗t|•t|) = ∅ ∧ ∀u ∈
••t : M
(
u+t
)
= 0 is not taken into account, because it is an unreachable state.
From condition (5b), we have |•t| = min (· · ·) +∑u∈••tM(u+t ) −∑ · · ·. Since the
min term is < |•t| (from µ(∗t|•t|) = ∅), we have ∑u∈••tM(u+t ) > 0, that is to say,
∃u ∈ ••t : M(u+t ) = 1.
Theorem 3.3 (The relation is a bisimulation) Let N be a TTPN. Let A be a
ﬁnite alphabet, and l : T → A+ a labeling function ( 17 ).
Let l : T → A be the labeling function deﬁned by:
∀x ∈ ChInc ∪ ChDec : l(x) = λ ∀tbeg ∈ Conf (T )× {beg} : l(tbeg) = l(t)
∀t ∈ NotConf (T ) : l(t) = l(t) ∀tend ∈ Conf (T )× {end} : l(tend) = λ
If N is 1-bounded 18 , then ∼ is a bisimulation relation between S(N,l) and S(N,l).
Bisimulation proof
By lack of space, the proof is not included in this paper, but can be found in [5].
4 Conclusion
We have shown that a translation can be done between 1-bounded TTPN and
TPPN. That is to say, denoting X  Y when there exists a translation from each
element of X into an element of Y which is bisimilar to it, we have TTPN  TPPN.
Using ¬(TPPN  TTPN) (in [7]) and the obvious inclusion 1-bounded TTPN 
TTPN, it comes that this inclusion between 1-bounded TTPN and TPPN is strict.
Merging this results with the one of [7], we get the following diagram.
TPPN  


TLPN
1-bounded TTPN


 TTPN


Nevertheless, this translation is a result in the expressive power of the models,
but it makes the size of the Petri net grows too much to be really used.
17The same property is certainly true with A instead of A+, but it would lead to a really more
complicated proof. Without this assumption, to make the proof, we have to build another exper-
iment relation. If any is interested, my email address in in the title page.
18 ∀µ ∈ R(N),∀p ∈ P : M(p) ≤ 1
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Let us have a look on the complexity of the translation, in the number of places
and transitions.
The set of places is P = P ∪ Chains ∪ T+ ∪ T−, and the set of transitions is
T = DecT∪ChInc∪ChDec. Let us deﬁne some constants: c def= maxt∈T {|Conf (t)|},
the maximum conﬂict degree, and i
def
= maxt∈T {|•t|} the maximum input. In the
worst case i = |P | and c = |T |. The number of places ∗ti created for a transition t
is •t+1, then |Chains| ≤ (i+1) |T |, the number of places t+u for a transition t is t••,
then |T+| ≤ |T |2, and, the number of places t−u for each transition t is Conf (t), then
|T−| ≤ c |T |. Then, the complexity in the number of places is O(|T |2 + |T | |P |).
The complexity in the number of transitions is worst.
The decomposition is simple: |T | ≤ |DecT| ≤ 2. |T |. But, the increase and
decrease transitions of chains are: for each transition t, they are |•t| |••t| transi-
tions ∗tui++ and |•t| |Conf (T )| transitions ∗tui−−, that is to say |ChInc| ≤ i |P | |T | and
|ChDec| ≤ ic |T |. The complexity in the number of transitions is O(|T |2 |P |).
So, what could we learn from these theoretical results?
First is that the timed synchronization rules of both models are very diﬀerent.
As TTPN wait for the last token arrival to activate the clock, but TPPN or TLPN
activate a clock as soon as a token is put into a place. Then, with TTPN, a
transition wait all tokens to be arrived to begin an action, as with TPPN and
TLPN, the transition tries to respect the time constraint of each tokens.
Each ﬁring rule represents a diﬀerent paradigm, and each paradigm could be
useful while modeling a system.
Thus, in a timed model used to design real systems, both ﬁring rules must
be oﬀered, depending on the constraint. Such solutions have been proposed as a
theoretical model in [12] and are the all and last synchronization attribute of the
SMIL multimedia description language [2].
What’s more, the reachability algorithms are always the same, based on a sym-
bolic representation of constraints, like in [3,1].
Notice that, in timed Petri net theory, only closed interval are used, and, as
shown in [6], it makes a diﬀerence. It could be interesting to see what appends
using open and closed intervals.
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5 Appendix
Here comes the proof of the theorem 3.3. This appendix has been added for the
process review of the paper. However, if the reader is interested by the full version
of the paper, I would recommand him the technical report [5] where the ﬁgures are
bigger and the formula perhaps clearer.
To shorten the notations in the proof, an auxiliary function Π : R(N)× T → N
will be deﬁned to count the transition t that are ﬁring. In fact, it will be used to
take into account that a chain will be decreased, and that tokens will be added in
places p ∈ P by the ﬁring of tend. It checks the existence of tokens in places t−u or
t−.
Definition 5.1 (On-going firing) Let N be a TTPN. Then, the on-going ﬁring
function Π is deﬁned by:
ΠN :R(N)× T→N
(µ, t) "→
{
1 if t ∈ Conf (T ) ∧ (M(t−) = 0 ∨ ∃u ∈ T : M(t−u ) = 0)
0 otherwise
If the context is suﬃcient, we will use Π(t) or Π(µ, t) instead of ΠN(µ, t).
With this function, the condition 5a could simply rewritten:
∀p ∈ P : M(p) = M(p) +
∑
t∈•p
Π(t)
Whit the same goals as introducing Π, the relation ∼ (Deﬁnition 3.2, can be
decomposed into three sub-relations: condition (5a) deﬁne a relation ∼1 on R(N)×
R
(
N
)
, condition (5b) deﬁne a relation ∼2 and condition (5c) deﬁne a relation ∼3.
Obviously: ∼=∼1 ∩ ∼2 ∩ ∼3 i.e. µ ∼ µ ⇐⇒ (µ ∼1 µ ∧ µ ∼2 µ ∧ µ ∼3 µ).
5.1 Useful lemma
Lemma 5.2 (Invariant on chains) Let N be a 1-bounded TTPN, then:
∀µ ∈ R(N),∀t ∈ T :
i=|•t|∑
i=0
M(∗ti) = 1
Proof. There is an obvious p-invariant on places ∗t{0,...,|•t|}, then, ∀µ ∈ R(N) :
i=|•t|∑
i=0
M(∗ti) =
i=|•t|∑
i=0
M0(
∗ti)
= 1 by deﬁnition of M0
✷
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Corollary 5.3 (Unicity of the mark in any chain) The set
{
j M(∗tj) = 1
}
of
equation 5b has a unique element.
Lemma 5.4 (Existence of µ) Let N be a 1-bounded TTPN. Then, ∀µ ∈ R(N),∃µ ∈
R
(
N
)
such that µ ∼ µ.
Proof. Let µ be a reachable state of a 1-bounded TTPN N , we have to construct
µ such that µ ∼ µ.
The function µ is from P ∪ Chains ∪ T+ ∪ T− to R+.
∀p ∈ P : µ(p) def= µ(p) (Pf-5.4.a)
∀t+u ∈ T+ : µ(t+u ) def= ∅ (Pf-5.4.b)
∀t−· ∈ T− : µ(t+· ) def= ∅ (Pf-5.4.c)
∀∗ti ∈ Chains : µ(∗ti) def=


∅ if i =∑p∈•tM(p)
{|0|} if i =∑p∈•tM(p) = |•t|
min
p∈•t
{µ(p)} if i =∑p∈•tM(p) = |•t| (Pf-5.4.d)
Now, we have to prove µ ∼ µ: like in all the following, we will prove µ ∼1 µ,
then µ ∼2 µ and µ ∼3 µ.
• µ ∼1 µ : First, from our deﬁnitions Pf-5.4.b and Pf-5.4.c, we have, ∀t : Π(µ, t) =
0. Then, from Pf-5.4.a, we have µ ∼1 µ.
• µ ∼2 µ : let be t ∈ T
min
{
j M(∗tj) = 1
}
+
∑
u∈••t
M
(
u+t
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0 from Pf−5.4.b
−
∑
u∈Conf(t)
M
(
u−t
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0 from Pf−5.4.c
=min
{
j M(∗tj) = 1
}
=
∑
p∈•t
M(p) from Pf − 5.4.d
• µ ∼3 µ : let be t ∈ T and assume ∀p ∈ •t : µ(p) = ∅ i.e. ∀p ∈ •t : M(p) = 0,
then, as N is 1-bounded M(p) = 1. Then,
∑
p∈•tM(p) = |•t|. From Pf-5.4.d, it
comes minp∈•t {µ(p)} = µ
(∗t|•t|).
✷
Lemma 5.5 (Firing of 1-bounded TTPN) Let N be a TTPN, such that ∀t ∈
T : •t = ∅, then ∀µ ∈ R(N):
Φ(t) = ∅ ⇐⇒ (∀p ∈ •t : µ(p) = ∅ ∧ δ(t) ≤ min {µ(p)} ≤ ∆(t))
Proof.
Proof of ⇒: Assume Φ(t) = ∅, that is ∃ϕ ∈ Φ(t).
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The particular point on 1-bounded TTPN is that, if a choice function exists,
it is unique.
From the deﬁnition of a choice function (condition 2), we have, ∀p ∈ •t :
|ϕ(p)| = B(p, t) = 0, and (condition 1), ϕ(p) ⊂ µ(p). Since the net is 1-boudned,
µ(p) ≤ 1.
Then, it comes ∀p ∈ •t : µ(p) = ϕ(p).
Now, it is obvious to have µ(p) = ∅, and δ(t) ≤ min {µ(p)} ≤ ∆(t).
Proof of ⇐: Obvious, the marquing µ(p) on •t is a choice function.
✷
5.2 Proof of the bisimulation relation
Here comes the proof of the Theorem 3.3. Because this proof is a bit long, it will
be divided in smaller steps:
(i) Both initial states are in relation ∼ (Lemma 5.6).
µ0 ∼ µ0
(ii) An invisible path with null duration in N keep the relation ∼ (Lemma 5.7).
∀µ ∼ µ :
(
∃µ′ s.t. µ λ,0=⇒ µ′
)
⇒ µ ∼ µ′
(iii) Single steps in N allow singles steps in N (Lemma 5.8):
∀µ ∼ µ,∀x ∈ A+ ∪ R+ :
(
∃µ′ s.t. µ x−→ µ′
)
⇒ ∃µ′ s.t. µ x−→ µ′ ∧ µ′ ∼ µ′
(iv) The net N simulates N : from steps ii and iii (and the restriction of l to A+)
each visible behavior of N is also a behavior of N . It proves all the behaviors of
the constructed net N are behaviors of N , so it does not have “false” behaviors,
but we have to prove he has all the behaviors of N (will be done in step vii).
∀µ ∼ µ,∀(a, d) ∈ A× R+ :
(
∃µ′ s.t. µ a,d=⇒ µ′
)
⇒ ∃µ′ s.t. µ a,d=⇒ µ′ ∧ µ′ ∼ µ′
(v) A duration in N allows a same duration invisible path in N (Lemma 5.9).
∀µ ∼ µ,∀d ∈ R+ :
(
∃µ′ s.t. µ (d)−−→ µ′
)
⇒ ∃µ′ s.t. µ λ,d=⇒ µ′ ∧ µ′ ∼ µ′
(vi) An action in N allows a path with null duration and same visible action in N
(Lemma 5.10).
∀µ ∼ µ,∀a ∈ A+ :
(
∃µ′ s.t. µ a−→ µ′
)
⇒ ∃µ′ s.t. µ a,0=⇒ µ′ ∧ µ′ ∼ µ′
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(vii) The net N simulates the net N : from steps v and vi, each visible behavior of
N is also a behavior of N . It proves that the constructed net N has at least
all the behaviors of N (and step iv shows that there are no more).
∀µ ∼ µ,∀(a, d) ∈ A× R+ :
(
∃µ′ s.t. µ a,d=⇒ µ′
)
⇒ ∃µ′ s.t. µ a,d=⇒ µ′ ∧ µ′ ∼ µ′
(viii) The systems S(N,l) and S(N,l) are timely weakly bisimilar.
It simply comes from steps iv, vii and i.
The sketch of the proof is given, here comes the details of steps i, ii, iii, v and
vi.
Lemma 5.6 (Initial states are in relation (Step i)) Let N be a 1-bounded TTPN.
Then, the initial states of S(N,l) and S(N,l) are linked by ∼, i.e.
µ0 ∼ µ0
Proof.
• µ0 ∼1 µ0 and µ0 ∼2 µ0: It is the same kind of proof that the ones of Lemma 5.4.
• µ0 ∼3 µ0 : Let be t ∈ T , and assume ∀p ∈ •t : µ(p) = ∅. It implies it exists at
least 1 tokens in each places p ∈ •t. As in the initial state all tokens have age 0,
minp∈•t(µ(p)) = 0.
✷
Lemma 5.7 (An invisible path with null duration in N keep the relation ∼ (Step ii))
Let N be a 1-bounded TTPN, and l : T → A+. Then, all invisible path with null
duration in N keep the relation ∼.
∀µ ∼ µ :
(
∃µ′ s.t. µ λ,0=⇒ µ′
)
⇒ µ ∼ µ′
Proof. The proof of this lemma is also done by step. In fact, we have ﬁrst to prove
that the ﬁring of all invisible transition in µ keep the relation (they are of three
types: ChInc, ChDec and Conf (T )× {end}. Then, we could conclude.
Step a Firing of transitions in ChDec keep the relation ∼.
µ ∼ µ
µ
∗tui−−−−−→ µ′

⇒ µ ∼ µ′
Proof. See Sub-lemma 5.7.1 ✷
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Step b Firing of transitions in ChInc keep the relation ∼.
µ ∼ µ
µ
∗tui++−−−→ µ′

⇒ µ ∼ µ′
Proof. See Sub-lemma 5.7.2 ✷
Step c Firing of transitions in Conf (T )× (end) keep the relation ∼.
µ ∼ µ
µ
tend−−→ µ′

⇒ µ ∼ µ′
Proof. See Sub-lemma 5.7.3 ✷
Step d An invisible path of null duration is a ﬁnite sequence of invisible steps 19 .
An invisible step in S(N,l) is the ﬁring of a transition in ChInc ∪ ChDec ∪
(Conf (T )× {end}) (from deﬁnition of l in Theorem 3.3).
The relation ∼ is preserved by each step (as shown in steps a, b and c).
Then, is is preserved by an invisible path of null duration.
✷
Sub-lemma 5.7.1 (Firing of transitions in ChDec keep the relation ∼) With
hypotheses of Lemma 5.7:
µ ∼ µ
µ
∗tui−−−−−→ µ′

⇒ µ ∼ µ′
Proof. Let be ∗tui−−. Since the relation is true on µ, we only look the diﬀerence
between µ and µ′, that is the marking of the places •
(∗tui−−) and (∗tui−−)•.
•(∗tui−−) = {u−t , ∗ti} (∗tui−−)• = {u−, ∗ti−1}
• µ ∼1 µ′: This relation is preserved on places that such that •p is not in •
(∗tui−−)
or
(∗tui−−)•.
Let be p ∈ u•. Since ∗tui−− is ﬁred, it implies M
(
u−t
) = 0. Thus, Π(µ, u) = 1.
After the ﬁring, M(u−) = 1, thus Π(µ′, u) = 1.
The value of Π(t) is preserved by the ﬁring, the marking of places p too. Then,
∼1 is preserved.
19The null duration steps can be remove, since s
(0)−−→ s′ ⇒ s = s′
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• µ ∼2 µ′: We have to prove that
∀v ∈ T :
∑
p∈•v
M(p) =min
{
j M
′
(∗vj) = 1
}
+
∑
w∈••v
M
′(
w+v
)
−
∑
w∈Conf(v)
M
′(
w−v
)
It is clear that, ∀v = t, the relation is preserved.
Assume v = t, and look how each term is changed by the ﬁring.
· First term
min
{
j M
′
(∗tj) = 1
}
= min
{
j M(∗tj) = 1
}− 1
because ∗tui−− decrements the chain.
· Second term ∑
w∈••t
M
′(
w+t
)
=
∑
w∈••t
M
(
w+t
)
because there is no w+t in
•(∗tui−−) ∪ (∗tui−−)•
· Third term∑
w∈Conf(t)
M
′(
w−t
)
=
∑
w∈Conf(t)\{u}
M
′(
w−t
)
+M
′(
u−t
)
=
∑
w∈Conf(t)\{u}
M
(
w−t
)
+M
(
u−t
)− 1 because u−t ∈ •(∗tui−−)
=
∑
w∈Conf(t)
M
(
w−t
)− 1
Then, we can conclude:
min
{
j M
′
(∗tj) = 1
}
+
∑
w∈••t
M
′(
w+t
)− ∑
w∈Conf(t)
M
′(
w−t
)
=min
{
j M(∗tj) = 1
}− 1 + ∑
w∈••t
M
(
w+t
)−

 ∑
w∈Conf(t)
M
(
w−t
)− 1


=min
{
j M(∗tj) = 1
}
+
∑
w∈••t
M
(
w+t
)− ∑
w∈Conf(t)
M
(
w−t
)
=
∑
p∈•t
M(p) because µ ∼2 µ
That is to says: µ ∼2 µ′.
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• µ ∼3 µ′ : We have to prove that:
∀v ∈ T,∀p ∈ •t : µ(p) = ∅ ⇒


min
p∈•v
{µ(p)} = µ(∗t|•v|) if µ(∗v|•v|) = ∅
∧∀w ∈ ••v : M(w+v ) = 0
min
p∈•v
{µ(p)} = 0 if ∃w ∈ ••v : M(w+v ) ≥ 1
It is clear that ∼3 is preserved for all transition v = t.
Assume v = t and ∀p ∈ •v : µ(p) = ∅. We will prove that minp∈•v {µ(p)} = 0.
Let us do it by contradiction: assume minp∈•v {µ(p)} = 0.
From µ ∼3 µ, we have minp∈•t {µ(p)} = µ
(∗t|•t|)1 ∧ µ(∗t|•t|) = ∅ ∧ ∀u ∈ ••t :
M
(
u+t
)
= 0.
Have a look on relation ∼2:∑
p∈•t
M(p)= min
{
j M(∗tj) = 1
}
+
∑
v∈••t
M
(
v+t
)− ∑
v∈Conf(t)
M
(
v−t
)
⇐⇒ |•t| = min{j M(∗tj) = 1}︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤|•t|
+ 0 ( 20 ) −
∑
v∈Conf(t)
M
(
v−t
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥M(u−t )≥1
It is impossible. Then minp∈•v {µ(p)} = 0 and ∃u ∈ ••t : M
(
u+t
)
= 1. Both
conditions are preserved by the ﬁring of ∗tui−−.
✷
Sub-lemma 5.7.2 (Firing of transitions in ChInc keep the relation ∼) With
hypotheses of Lemma 5.7.
µ ∼ µ
µ
∗tui++−−−→ µ′

⇒ µ ∼ µ′
Proof. Let be ∗tui++. Like in proof of Sub-lemma 5.7.1, since the relation is true on
µ, we only look the diﬀerence between µ and µ′, that is the marking of the places
•(∗tui−−) and (∗tui−−)•.
•(∗tui++) = {u+t , ∗ti} (∗tui++)• = {∗ti+1}
• µ ∼1 µ′: It is clear that Π and M(p) are preserved by the ﬁring of ∗tui++. So,
µ ∼1 µ⇒ µ ∼1 µ.
20 From our assumption ∀u ∈ ••t : M(u+t ) = 0.
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• µ ∼2 µ′: We have to prove that
∀v ∈ T :
∑
p∈•v
M(p) =min
{
j M
′
(∗vj) = 1
}
+
∑
w∈••v
M
′(
w+v
)− ∑
w∈Conf(v)
M
′(
w−v
)
It is clear that, ∀v = t, the relation is preserved.
Assume v = t, and look how each term is changed by the ﬁring. As this proof
is quite the same s the one of Sub-lemma 5.7.1, we will give less details here.
Because ∗tui++ increments the chain, we have
min
{
j M
′
(∗tj) = 1
}
= min
{
j M(∗tj) = 1
}
+ 1.
Because one token in u+t is consumed, we have∑
w∈••t
M
′(
w+t
)
=
∑
w∈••t
M
(
w+t
)− 1
Since the ﬁring of ∗tui++ has no impact on T
−
∑
w∈Conf(t)
M
′(
w−t
)
=
∑
w∈Conf(t)
M
(
w−t
)
Then, we can conclude:
min
{
j M
′
(∗tj) = 1
}
+
∑
w∈••t
M
′(
w+t
)− ∑
w∈Conf(t)
M
′(
w−t
)
=min
{
j M(∗tj) = 1
}
+ 1 +
∑
w∈••t
M
(
w+t
)− 1− ∑
w∈Conf(t)
M
(
w−t
)
=
∑
p∈•t
M(p)
• µ ∼3 µ′ : It is clear that ∼3 is preserved for all transition, except t.
Assume ∀p ∈ •t : µ(p) = ∅.
From u+t ∈ •
(∗tui++), we have M(u+t ) = 1. With µ ∼3 µ, it gives min
p∈•t
{µ(p)} =
0.
What about µ′ ?
From µ ∼2 µ′, we have:∑
p∈•t
M(p) = min
{
j M
′
(∗tj) = 1
}
+
∑
v∈••t
M
′(
v+t
)− ∑
v∈Conf(t)
M
′(
v−t
)
⇐⇒ |•t| = min{j M(∗tj) = 1}− 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
<|•t|
+
∑
v∈••t
M
′(
v+t
)− ∑
v∈Conf(t)
M
′(
v−t
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥0
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Then, it comes
∑
v∈••tM
′(
v+t
) ≥ 1. While minp∈•t {µ(p)} = 0 is still true, we
have µ ∼3 µ′.
✷
Sub-lemma 5.7.3 (Firing of transitions in Conf (T )× {end} keep the relation ∼)
With hypotheses of Lemma 5.7:
µ ∼ µ
µ
tend−−→ µ′

⇒ µ ∼ µ′
Proof. Let be ∗tui−−. Like in proofs of Sub-lemma 5.7.1 and 5.7.2, we look on the
marking changed by the ﬁring of tend.
•tend =
{
t−
}
tend
• = {p p ∈ t•}
• µ ∼1 µ′ : Let be p ∈ P . If t ∈ •p, the relation is preserved.
Assume t ∈ •p (⇐⇒ p ∈ t•).
Obviously, we have M
′
(p) = M(p) + 1.
Have a look on M
′
(p) and
∑
u∈•pΠ(µ
′, u):∑
u∈•p
Π(µ′, u) =
∑
u∈•p
u=t
Π(µ′, u) + Π(µ′, t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
=
∑
u∈•p
u=t
Π(µ, u) + Π(µ, t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1
−1
=
∑
u∈•p
Π(µ, u)− 1
Then we have
M
′
(p) +
∑
u∈•p
Π(µ′, u) = M(p) + 1 +
∑
u∈•p
Π(µ, u)− 1
= M(p) +
∑
u∈•p
Π(µ, u)
= M(p) from µ ∼1 µ
• µ ∼2 µ′ : This relation is preserved by the ﬁring of tend.
• µ ∼3 µ′ :This relation is preserved by the ﬁring of tend.
✷
Lemma 5.8 (Single steps in N allow singles steps in N (Step iii)) Let N be
a 1-bounded TTPN. Then, all singles steps in N allow the same single step in N .
∀µ ∼ µ,∀x ∈ A+ ∪ R+ :
(
∃µ′ s.t. µ x−→ µ′
)
⇒ ∃µ′ s.t. µ x−→ µ′ ∧ µ′ ∼ µ′
Proof.
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(i) Single duration in N allows single duration in N : ∀d ∈ R+
µ ∼ µ
µ
(d)−−→ µ′

⇒

µ
(d)−−→ µ′
µ′ ∼ µ′
µ ∼ µ′
Proof. See Sub-lemma 5.8.1 ✷
(ii) Single action in N allows single action in N : ∀a ∈ A+
µ ∼ µ
µ
a−→ µ′

 =⇒

µ
a−→ µ′
µ′ ∼ µ′
Proof. See Sub-lemma 5.8.2 ✷
(iii) Then, the proof is obvious from steps i and ii.
✷
Sub-lemma 5.8.1 (Single duration in N allows single duration in N) With
hypotheses of Lemma 5.8: ∀d ∈ R+
µ ∼ µ
µ
(d)−−→ µ′

 =⇒

µ
(d)−−→ µ′
µ′ ∼ µ′
Proof. Let be (µ, µ) ∈∼ and d ∈ R+, d > 0 (the case d = 0 is trivial).
First, have a look on the marking of µ: since a positive delay is enabled, it implies
that all places with interval [0, 0] are empty, i.e. M(u+v ) = M(u
−
v ) = M(u
−) = 0.
Thus, from µ ∼2 µ and µ ∼3 µ it comes:
∀p ∈ P :
∑
p∈•t
M(p) = min
{
j M(∗tj) = 1
}
∀t ∈ T : ∀p ∈ •t : µ(p) = ∅ ⇒ min
p∈•t
{µ(p)} = µ(∗t|•t|) (Pf-5.8.a)
∧ µ(∗t|•t|) = ∅
Once we have these informations on µ, we are able to prove that µ′ exists and
is reachable.
First, a little recall on duration condition, assuming a one-bounded TTPN:
∃µ′ ∈ R(N)s.tµ (d)−−→ µ′
⇐⇒ ∀t ∈ T : ∀ϕ ∈ Φ(µ, t) : min
p∈•t
(ϕ(t)) + d ≤ ∆(t)
Lemma 5.5⇐⇒ ∀t ∈ T : (∀p ∈ •t : µ(p) = ∅ ∧ δ(t) ≤ min {µ(p)} ≤ ∆(t))⇒ min
p∈•t
(µ(p)) + d ≤ ∆(t)
(Pf-5.8.b)
Let be a transition t ∈ T , and assume ∀p ∈ •t : µ(p) = ∅
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Since the aging is enabled from µ, it is also enabled from µ:
µ
(d)−−→ µ′ =⇒ µ(∗t|•t|)︸ ︷︷ ︸
min
p∈•t
{µ(p)}
from Pf-5.8.a
+d ≤ ∆(∗t|•t|)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆(t)
by definition
from Pf-5.8.b
=⇒ µ (d)−−→ µ′
The ﬁrst part of the proof is done, µ′ exists. We still have to prove that µ′ ∼ µ′.
Relations ∼1 and ∼2 are obviously preserved by an aging.
The aging of µ and µ by d preserves the relation Pf-5.8.a, then ∼3 is preserved.
✷
Sub-lemma 5.8.2 (Single actions in N allows single actions in N) With hy-
potheses of Lemma 5.8: ∀a ∈ A+
µ ∼ µ
µ
a−→ µ′

 =⇒

µ
a−→ µ′
µ′ ∼ µ′
Proof. This proof is a bit long. We ﬁrst have to prove that µ′ exists (Step A), and
then that µ′ ∼ µ′ (Step B).
From deﬁnition of l, if such a step exists in the LTTS S(N,l), then, a transition
t ∈ NotConf (t) or a transition tend ∈ Conf (T ) × {beg} with l(t) = a can be ﬁred
from µ.
Step A µ
a−→ µ′
The ﬁring of t or tbeg gives some informations about µ:
M
(∗t|•t|) = 1 (Pf-5.8.a)
δ(t) ≤ µ(∗t|•t|) ≤ ∆(t) (Pf-5.8.b)
∀p ∈ •t : M(p) ≥ 1 (Pf-5.8.c)
From µ ∼1 µ and Pf-5.8.c, we get:
∀p ∈ •t : M(p) = 1 ∧
∑
u∈•p
Π(u) =
∑
u∈••t
Π(u) = 0 (Pf-5.8.d)
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From µ ∼2 µ, Pf-5.8.a and Pf-5.8.c, we get:
|•t| = |•t|+
∑
u∈••t
M
(
u+t
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0 from Pf-5.8.d
−
∑
u∈Conf(t)
M
(
u−t
)
=⇒ ∀u ∈ Conf (T ) : M(u−t ) = 0
µ∼3µ
=⇒ min
p∈•t
{µ(p)} = µ(∗t|•t|)
from Pf-5.8.b
=⇒ δ(t) ≤ min
p∈•t
{µ(p)} ≤ ∆(t)
Then, we have ∀p ∈ •t : M(p) = 1 and δ(t) ≤ minp∈•t {µ(p)} ≤ ∆(t),
that is to say, t is ﬁrable from µ, leading to µ′.
Step B µ′ ∼ µ′ :
(i) µ′ ∼1 µ′ : There are two sub-cases, the ﬁring of t or the ﬁring of tbeg.
• Assume t is ﬁred: ∀p
M ′(p) = M(p)−
{
1 if p ∈ •t
0 else
+
{
1 if p ∈ t•
0 else
M
′
(p) = M(p)−
{
1 if p ∈ •t
0 else
+
{
1 if p ∈ t•
0 else
Since t ∈ NotConf (T )⇒ Π(t) = 0. the relation ∼1 is preserved.
• Assume tbeg is ﬁred.
M ′(p) = M(p)−
{
1 if p ∈ •t
0 else
+
{
1 if p ∈ t•
0 else
M
′
(p) = M(p)−
{
1 if p ∈ •t
0 else∑
u∈•p
Π(µ′, u) =
∑
u∈•p
u=t
Π(µ, u) +
{
1 if t ∈ •p ⇐⇒ p ∈ t•
0 else
(ii) µ′ ∼2 µ′ : let be u ∈ T a transition, and let be t· = t if t ∈ NotConf (T )
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and t· = tbeg if t ∈ Conf (t).∑
p∈•u
M ′(p) =
∑
p∈•u
(M(p)− |•u ∩ •t|+ |•u ∩ t•|)
min
{
j M(∗uj) = 1
}
= min
{
j M
′
(∗uj) = 1
}
∑
u∈••t
M
′(
u+t
)
=
∑
u∈••t
(
M
(
u+t
)
+ F
(
u+t , t·
))
=
∑
u∈••t
(
M
(
u+t
)
+ |t• ∩ •u|)∑
u∈Conf(t)
M
′(
u−t
)
=
∑
u∈Conf(t)
(
M
(
u−t
)
+ F
(
u−t , t·
))
=
∑
u∈Conf(t)
(
M
(
u−t
)
+ |•t ∩ •u|)
Then, from µ ∼2 µ it comes µ′ ∼2 µ′.
(iii) µ′ ∼3 µ′ : Let be u ∈ T a transition, and assume ∀p ∈ •u : µ′(p) = ∅.
We have to prove that:

min
p∈•u
{µ′(p)} = µ′(∗t|•u|) if µ′(∗u|•u|) = ∅
∧∀v ∈ ••u : M ′(v+u ) = 0
min
p∈•u
{µ′(p)} = 0 if ∃v ∈ ••u : M ′(v+u ) ≥ 1
We only have to look at transitions that are modiﬁed by the ﬁring of
t, that is transitions u such that •u ∩ (•t ∪ t•) = ∅. It will be
From the timed enabling of u we get ∀p ∈ •u : M ′(p) = 1, and,
from ﬁring of t, M ′(p) = M(p)−B(p, t) + F (p, t).
Since •u ∩ (•t ∪ t•) = ∅, it exists q ∈ •u such that B(q, t) ≥ 1 ∨
F (q, t) ≥ 1. Then, at least F (q, t) ≥ 1 (otherwise, since M(q) ≥ 1, we
could not have M ′(q) = 1).
From F (q, t) ≥ 1, we get {|0|} ∈ µ′(q), then minp∈•u {µ′(p)} = 0,
and from q ∈ •u ∩ t•, we have t ∈ ••u, then, it exists a place t+u ∈ t·•
and M ′(t+u ) ≥ 1.
Then, relation ∼3 is satisﬁed, with v = t.
✷
Lemma 5.9 (A duration in N allows a same duration invisible path in N (Step v))
Let N be a 1-bounded TTPN. Then, all duration in N allow the same duration step
in N .
∀µ ∼ µ,∀d ∈ R+ :
(
∃µ′ s.t. µ (d)−−→ µ′
)
⇒ ∃µ′ s.t. µ λ,d=⇒ µ′ ∧ µ′ ∼ µ′
Proof. The case d = 0 is trivial. Assume d > 0. First, it will be shown that, from
every state in N where an intermediate place is marked (a place t+u , t
−
u or t
−), we
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can reach a state where no such place is marked, preserving ∼. Then, it is shown
that the same duration is allowed.
Reseting the places t+u , t
−
u and t
−:
Let be µ ∼ µ. Then, it exists µe such that µ λ,0=⇒ µe with ∀τ ∈ T+ ∪ T− :
M(τ) = 0 and µ ∼ µe/
It is quite simple to prove: the ﬁring of a transition ∗tui−− transfers tokens from
t−u to t
−, and the ﬁring of ∗tui++ or tend decreases the marking of these places. Then,
this (ﬁnite) path µ
λ,0
=⇒ µe exists.
Moreover, from Lemma 5.7, the relation ∼ is preserved.
Now,it must be shown that a d aging is allowed from µe (i.e. ∃µ′ : µe
(d)−−→ µ′).
From µ ∼2 µe, and ∀τ ∈ T+ ∪ T− : M e(τ) = 0, we get
∑
p∈•tM(p) =
min
{
j M(∗tj) = 1
}
. Then, ∀t ∈ T,∀p ∈ •t : µ(p) = ∅ ⇐⇒ µe
(∗t|•t|) = ∅.
Then, from µ ∼3 µe, and ∀τ ∈ T+ : M e(τ) = 0, we have ∀t ∈ T,∀p ∈ •t : µ(p) =
∅ ⇒ minp∈•t {µ(p)} = µe
(∗t|•t|).
Once it is proved that an enabled transition t in µ has the same timed condition
that t in µ, it is clear that the same aging is allowed, and that the relation ∼ is
preserved (it is the same kind of proof as in Sub-Lemma 5.8.1). ✷
Lemma 5.10 (An action in N allows a path with null duration and same visible action
Let N be a 1-bounded TTPN.
∀µ ∼ µ,∀a ∈ A+ :
(
∃µ′ s.t. µ a−→ µ′
)
⇒ ∃µ′ s.t. µ a,0=⇒ µ′ ∧ µ′ ∼ µ′
Proof. Let be µ ∼ µ, a ∈ A+ and µ′ such that µ a−→ µ′.
The ﬁrst part of the proof is the same as the one of Lemma 5.9: it exists µe such
that µ
λ,0
=⇒ µe, µ ∼ µe and ∀τ ∈ T+ ∪ T− : M e(τ) = 0.
Now, it must be shown that the ﬁring of a transition with label a is ﬁrable from
µe and that the ﬁring preserves ∼.
The relation µ
a−→ µ′ implies that it exists t such that l(t) = a and t is ﬁrable
from µ.
Let be t· = t if t ∈ NotConf (T ) and t· = tbeg otherwise, and let us prove that t·
is ﬁrable from µe.
Is the marking suﬃcient to ﬁre t·? Look at the input places of t·: {p p ∈ •t} ∪{∗t|•t|}.
The places τ ∈ T− are empty. Then, ∀t : Π(µe, t) = 0. In conjunction with
µ ∼1 µe, we get ∀p ∈ P : M(p) = M e(p).
The same, since the places τ ∈ T+ ∪ T− are empty, with µ ∼2 µe, we get∑
p∈•tM(p) = min
{
j M(∗tj) = 1
}
. Then, M e
(∗t|•t|) = 1.
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Then, they are enough tokens to enable t. But, did they have “good” ages?
From µ ∼3 µe, like in proof of Lemma 5.9, it comes µ
(∗t|•t|) = ∅ and minp∈•t {µ(p)} =
µ
(∗t|•t|).
As in Sub-Lemma 5.8.1, while δ
(∗t|•t|) = δ(t) and ∆(∗t|•t|) = ∆(t), if the condi-
tions are satisﬁed in µ, they also are in µ.
Then, t· is ﬁrable from µe, leading to µ
′. Then, with µ
λ,0
=⇒ µe, we have:
µ
a,0
=⇒ µ′
We still have to prove that µ′ ∼ µ′. The proof is the same as Sub-Lemma 5.8.2.✷
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